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25-Year
Select product lines manufactured by RT London are warranted against 
defects in material or workmanship for the period of 25 years from the date 
of install. We have the option to repair, replace, or supply replacement 
parts for resolution. In no event shall liability under this warranty exceed 
the original purchase price of the product. These product lines include:

Room Solutions
Alcove, Arcadia, Breton, Captain’s Bed, Cosmo, Essentials, Essix, Evolve, 
Maxwell, Medallion, Media Collection, MFS, RH Series, Shaker, Solo, 
Tool Free, Westwood

Chairs
Iris, Series 95, Student, Tango 

Lounge
Baxter, Bluto, Charlie, Doozie, Emily, Evolve, Garbo, Henley, Hudson, 
Hugo, Lotus, Lucy, Lucy Lu, Monroe, Quincy, Roxy, Sawyer, Turner

Tables
4-Posted, Bluto, Buckley, Cadence, Cascade, Fulton, Hugo, Jane, Lucy, 
Lyon, Morris, Ross, Sherwood, Turner, Union

7-Year
Select product lines sold by RT London are warranted against defects 
in material or workmanship for the period of 7 years from the date of 
install. We have the option to repair, replace, or supply replacement parts 
for resolution. In no event shall liability under this warranty exceed the 
original purchase price of the product. These product lines include:

Room Solutions
Griffin

Chairs
Artisan II, Atlantis, Anytime, Atoll Barstool, Chloe, Felix Jr., InFlex, Relay, Rio, 
Rowdy, Sadie, Siren, Mama Melissa, Melissa Anne, Melissa Wood, Wit

Areas of Clarity/Exclusion Under These Warranties Include:

• Product damaged through use not intended by the original design 
of the product, and/or product that has been physically altered in 
any way, and/or subjected to misuse or neglect, and/or product in 
normal use that exhibits signs of cosmetic degradation, without 
compromising structure or function, is not covered. 

• Products and/or finished parts not listed under the 25-year or 7-year 
warranty, including, but not limited to mattresses, spring decks, 
box springs, fabrics, foam and other 3rd party items carry their 
manufacturer’s warranty. Upholstered fabric and sewn seams on the 
primary lounge piece, cushions, pillows, and/or any fabric covered pieces 
will match the fabric manufacturer’s warranty on which they occur. 

• Package Room items carry their manufacturer’s warranty.
• RT London will render final opinion of cause and solution.

Non-Warranty Parts

For non-warranty parts, RT London will provide replacement piece pricing 
at the customer’s request.


